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There are over 2 billion voice 
assistants worldwide, but they 

are mostly used for simple 
applications like playing music 

or controlling IoT devices.
statista.com 2022 
Ammari et al, 2019
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/1034436/worldwide-number-voice-assistant-human-population/


Our goal was to discover 
how voice assistants can 

provide effective guidance 
for complex tasks, like 

following recipes.



(I will reshoot this video. Just pay attention to the audio.)
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Put the avocados in a large bowl 
and gently toss with the 

tomatoes, lemon juice, shallots, 
2 tablespoons oil, 1/2 teaspoon 

salt and the reserved herbs. 
Transfer to a serving bowl.

5Herb-Roasted Salmon with Tomato-Avocado Salsa (Food Network)

https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/valerie-bertinelli/herb-roasted-salmon-with-tomato-avocado-salsa-8121686
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Put the avocados in a large bowl 
and gently toss with the 

tomatoes, lemon juice, shallots, 
2 tablespoons oil, 1/2 teaspoon 

salt and the reserved herbs. 
Transfer to a serving bowl.

Herb-Roasted Salmon with Tomato-Avocado Salsa (Food Network)
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RQ1. What challenges do users face when 
following instructions to perform complex tasks 
given by a contemporary, state-of-the-art voice 
assistant? 

RQ2. What can be done to address these 
challenges in future voice assistants?
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Research Questions
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00:00.00
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Transcripts Annotations

Data from Observation Sessions
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Thematic Analysis

1. Open Coding 2. Validation 3. Axial Coding 4. Validation
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Conversation Coding

1. Create codes 2. Code two transcripts 3. Code all transcripts
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Challenges & Solutions
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Whisk the eggs, 1/2 teaspoon sesame 
oil, and a pinch each of salt and pepper 
in a second dish. If you want me to 
repeat this step, or list the ingredients 
for the step, just let me know.

19Sesame Pork Milanese (Food Network)

https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/food-network-kitchen/sesame-pork-milanese-8585931
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Whisk the eggs, 1/2 teaspoon sesame 
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in a second dish. If you want me to 
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For this step, gather eggs, sesame oil, 
salt, and pepper. Let me know when 
you are ready.

Sesame Pork Milanese (Food Network)

https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/food-network-kitchen/sesame-pork-milanese-8585931
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For this step, gather eggs, sesame oil, 
salt, and pepper. Let me know when 
you are ready. 

Whisk 2 eggs, 1/2 teaspoon sesame oil, 
and a pinch each of salt and pepper in 
a second dish. If you want me to repeat 
this step, or list the ingredients for the 
step, just let me know.

Sesame Pork Milanese (Food Network)

https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/food-network-kitchen/sesame-pork-milanese-8585931
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For this step, gather eggs, sesame oil, 
salt, and pepper. Let me know when 
you are ready. 

Whisk 2 eggs, 1/2 teaspoon sesame oil, 
and a pinch each of salt and pepper in 
a second dish. If you want me to repeat 
this step, or list the ingredients for the 
step, just let me know.

Sesame Pork Milanese (Food Network)

https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/food-network-kitchen/sesame-pork-milanese-8585931
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1. Cook sausage over medium-high until lightly browned, about 5-7 
minutes, being sure to break up the meat into a fine mince. 

2. Remove cooked sausage from pan and wipe away excess fat with a 
paper towel. 

3. Add onion and sauté until softened and translucent, about 2 to 3 
minutes. Add mushrooms, salt, and pepper and continue to cook 
for an additional 2-3 minutes. 

4. Add chopped spinach and cook until wilted and no extra liquid 
has accumulated in the bottom of the pan. 

5. NOTE: Do your best to use the excessive moisture of the spinach 
and mushrooms to deglaze the bottom of the pan, scraping away 
any browned bits from cooking the sausage earlier. 

6. Preheat oven to 350°F (180°C). 
7. Once cooked, remove the spinach and mushroom mixture from 

the pan and combine it with the reserved cooked sausage. Stir to 
mix evenly.

Sausage and Veggie Quiche (Tasty) 29
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1. Preheat oven to 350°F (180°C). 
2. Cook sausage over medium-high until lightly browned, about 5-7 

minutes, being sure to break up the meat into a fine mince. 
3. Remove cooked sausage from pan and wipe away excess fat with a 

paper towel. 
4. Add onion and sauté until softened and translucent, about 2 to 3 

minutes. Add mushrooms, salt, and pepper and continue to cook 
for an additional 2-3 minutes. 

5. Add chopped spinach and cook until wilted and no extra liquid 
has accumulated in the bottom of the pan. 

6. NOTE: Do your best to use the excessive moisture of the spinach 
and mushrooms to deglaze the bottom of the pan, scraping away 
any browned bits from cooking the sausage earlier. 

7. Once cooked, remove the spinach and mushroom mixture from 
the pan and combine it with the reserved cooked sausage. Stir to 
mix evenly.

Sausage and Veggie Quiche (Tasty)

https://tasty.co/recipe/chicken-sausage-with-spinach-and-mushroom-quiche
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rewriting the script: adapting 
written sources for spoken 

communication before 
delivering them



Put the diced avocados in a large 
bowl. Gently toss with halved 
tomatoes, lemon juice, 2 tbsp. oil, 1/2 
tsp. salt, and the reserved herbs. 
Transfer to a large bowl.



Put the diced avocados in a large 
bowl. Gently toss with halved 
tomatoes, lemon juice, 2 tbsp. oil, 1/2 
tsp. salt, and the reserved herbs. 
Transfer to a large bowl.

summarize Prepare the tomato-avocado salsa. 



split

Prepare the tomato-avocado salsa. 

Put the diced avocados in a large bowl. 

Gently toss with halved tomatoes, 2 
tbsp. lemon juice, 2 tbsp. oil, 1/2 tsp. 
salt, and the reserved herbs. 

Transfer to a large bowl.



reorder

Prepare the tomato-avocado salsa. 

Dice the avocados and halve the cherry 
tomatoes. 

Put the diced avocados in a large bowl. 

Gently toss with halved tomatoes, 2 
tbsp. lemon juice, 2 tbsp. oil, 1/2 tsp. 
salt, and the reserved herbs. 

Transfer to a large bowl.



.

Prepare the tomato-avocado salsa. 

Dice 2 avocados and halve 12 ounces of 
cherry tomatoes. 

Put the diced avocados in a large bowl. 

Gently toss with halved tomatoes, 2 
tbsp. lemon juice, 2 tbsp. oil, 1/2 tsp. 
salt, and the reserved herbs 

Transfer to a large bowl.

redistribute



.

elaborate

Prepare the tomato-avocado salsa. 

Dice 2 avocados and halve 12 ounces of 
cherry tomatoes 

Put the diced avocados in a large bowl. 

Gently toss with halved tomatoes, 2 
tbsp. lemon juice, 2 tbsp. oil, 1/2 tsp. 
salt, and the reserved herbs from step 1. 

Transfer to a large bowl.



visualize

Prepare the tomato-avocado salsa. 

Dice 2 avocados and halve 12 ounces of 
cherry tomatoes into bite-sized pieces. 

Put the diced avocados in a large bowl. 

Gently toss with halved tomatoes, 2 
tbsp. lemon juice, 2 tbsp. oil, 1/2 tsp. 
salt, and the reserved herbs from step 1. 

Transfer to a large bowl.



.

Prepare the tomato-avocado salsa. 

Dice 2 avocados and halve 12 ounces of 
cherry tomatoes into bite-sized pieces. 

Put the diced avocados in a large bowl. 

Gently toss with halved tomatoes, 2 
tbsp. lemon juice, 2 tbsp. oil, 1/2 tsp. 
salt, and the reserved herbs from step 1. 
Want me to repeat that? 

Transfer to a large bowl

volunteer



Prepare the tomato-avocado salsa. 

Dice 2 avocados and halve 12 ounces of 
cherry tomatoes into bite-sized pieces. 

Put the diced avocados in a large bowl. 

Gently toss with halved tomatoes, 2 
tbsp. lemon juice, 2 tbsp. oil, 1/2 tsp. 
salt, and the reserved herbs from step 1. 
Want me to repeat that? 

Transfer to a large bowl until the end.signpost



Prepare the tomato-avocado salsa. 

Dice 2 avocados and halve 12 ounces of 
cherry tomatoes into bite-sized pieces. 

Put the diced avocados in a large bowl. 

Gently toss with halved tomatoes, 2 
tbsp. lemon juice, 2 tbsp. oil, 1/2 tsp. 
salt, and the reserved herbs from step 1. 
Want me to repeat that? 

Transfer to a large bowl until the end.

summarize

split

reorder redistribute

elaborate

visualize

volunteer

signpost



rewriting the script can apply 
to a wide range of written 

sources and voice assistants.



Thank you! Questions?

Alyssa Hwang 
University of Pennsylvania 
ahwang16@seas.upenn.edu 
alyssahwang.com

Rewriting the Script: Adapting Text Instructions for Voice Interaction
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